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The second meeting of the TRAPREVI
project partners took place in Reggio
Emilia, Italy, at the end of late
February 2014.
We have carried out two main tasks
since our first meeting in November
2013. On the one hand, we have
analyzed the Guide of Good Practices
from which our project starts. Each
country has chosen the topics more
interesting for them and which are
significant in their contexts. On the
other hand, we have surveyed
professionals working with youths in
protection centers or in open
environments to make a preliminary
assessment of their needs with key
informants.
One of the survey questions was: what
do you expect from a training related
to youth violent behavior? The set of
responses showed that they feel they
needed essentially a practical training
which provide tools to solve the
problems of everyday work.
Therefore, our objective from that
moment on has been "Reorganizing"
the Guide of Good Practices from

which we started and beginning to
build learning materials.
Taking as axis the violent event we
have set three thematic blocks or
modules, which are:

Our commitment is to produce record
sheets containing practical exercises to
help us improve our daily work.

I. Prevention, it includes teaching units
with practical exercises aiming at the
prevention of violent acts. Those
responsible for its elaboration are
Camino (Germany) and Aformac
(France).
II. Intervention, the teaching units in
this module will focus on the question
of how to intervene when it is
happening or has happened an
aggression or violence event. Those
responsible for its development are
Altea-Spain (Spain) and Sos Latvia
(Latvia)
III. Reflection, in this module we will
try to analyze the violence events and
the circumstances in which they take
place and we will learn to prevent
further occurrences. The responsible
for this work are CEIS (Italy) and Siksaly
(Estonia).
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